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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Planning and Control Systems: A
Framework for Analysis by Rob
ert N. Anthony, Division of Re
search, Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard Uni
versity, Boston, 1965, 180 pages, $4.
This book is pure theory; its pri
mary emphasis is on definition of
terms. Practitioners of management
and accounting will probably be
inclined to reject it as impractical
on those grounds. If
they will
be making a mistake. Untold hours
now wasted in unproductive argu
ments and failures of communica

tion could be saved if all those who
write, speak, or think about man
agement control would agree on
this — or some other — common
terminology.

One of the principal reasons
most operating executives are so
contemptuous
of management
theory is the semantic swamp in
which the whole subject is en
gulfed. There is hardly a single
term — including management it
self — that is used in the same way
by more than one writer. Manage
ment control, although potentially
one of the more precise fields of
management, suffers from the same
confusion.
In this book the present Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Comptrol
ler), who when he wrote it was
professor of management controls
at Harvard Business School, sets up
a framework for thinking about the
subject of management planning
and control systems. Some of what
he has to say was summarized in
an article in the first issue of
Management Services (see M/S,
(March-April ’64, p. 18).
Traditionally, the book notes,
planning and control are discussed
as two separate functions of man
agement. In practice, however, it
is impossible to separate them, and
Mr. Anthony defines them as a
single process.
Instead, he breaks management
planning and control down into


REVIEW EDITORS
In order to assure comprehensive coverage of magazine
articles dealing with management subjects, Management
Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering
the Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines
in the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. can
didates under the guidance of the educators listed, who
serve as the review board for this department of
anage
ment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by
members of the magazine’s staff.

Jim G. Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin
E. J. Blakely, University of Wisconsin, Madison
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Don DeCoster, University of Washington, Seattle
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H. P. Holzer, University of Illinois, Urbana
Walter B. Meigs, University of Southern California,
Angeles
Herbert E. Miller, Michigan State University, East
Lansing
John H. Meyers, Northwestern University, Chicago
Carl L. elson, Columbia University, New York
Michael Schiff, New York University, New York
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Allofthis
may Systems,
sound like
three main
divisions:Services:
strategic
cluding
matrix
Management
A Magazine
Planning,
and words,
Controls, Vol.
3 [1966],
No. 2,algebra
Art. 9 topics that
words, words. But words are an im
planning, management control, and
are readily available.
operational control (known as tech
portant tool of management. Mr.
Anthony’s planning and control
nical control in the Management
Mature introduction
framework is carefully thought
Services article).
through and clearly and simply
Nevertheless, many accountants,
described. Its acceptance
a com
consultants, and businessmen are
Definitions
mon language would obviate much
becoming increasingly aware of
of the existing confusion, not only
Strategic planning is defined as
their deficiencies in this field and
among researchers but also among
“the process of deciding on ob
would like a readable and mature
working systems men. As Prof. J. B.
jectives of the organization, on
introduction to matrices and vec
Haldane once pointed out, “Me
changes in these objectives, on the
tors. That is what they will find in
chanics became a science when
this book, which is neither a wordy
resources used to attain these ob
physicists had decided what they
series of overgeneralizations nor an
jectives, and on the policies that
meant by such words as weight,
involved theoretical analysis. Writ
are to govern the acquisition, use,
velocity, and force, but not till
ten as a text for students of mathe
and disposition of these resources.”
then.” Only in this way can man
matics in a way that would please
Management control is defined as
agement, too, become a science.
a mathematician, it is clear, inter
“the process by which managers
esting, and free of awkward at
assure that resources are obtained
tempts to glamorize the subject or
and used efficiently in the accom
awe the reader by revelations of
plishment of the organization’s ob
its potency when applied to his
jectives.” Operational control is
An Introduction to Matrices,
specialty. It is comprehensive
“the process of assuring that speci
Vectors, and Linear Program
enough to serve as a reference on
fic tasks are carried out effectively
ming by Hugh
Campbell,
the subjects covered, straightfor
and efficiently.”
Appleton-Century-Crofts Division,
ward enough to be read and ap
Meredith Publishing Company,
The essence of the book is a de
preciated by any intelligent ac
scription of these processes. Two
New York, 1965, 240 pages, $6.50.
countant, and yet rigorous enough
other processes, information han
to be the basis for later advanced
dling and financial accounting, are
The accountant, consultant, or
study.
also discussed briefly, primarily for
executive who would like to learn
The first two chapters of the
the purpose of distinguishing them
more about operations research but
book describe the arithmetic op
from management control.
lacks the requisite mathematical
erations of matrix algebra. Chap
background will find this book a
ter 3, which might well be read
useful introduction to some of the
Generalizations
first, deals with mathematical sys
mathematical theories that under
tems. Chapters 4 through 7 de
From his analysis of these proc
lie this field.
scribe special matrices, determi
esses Mr. Anthony draws the fol
nants, their properties, and ele
lowing generalizations about the
Much accounting data and in
mentary
transformations. The next
overall problem of designing plan
formation processing — along with
four
chapters
introduce concepts
many
operations
research
problems
ning and control systems:
necessary
for
an
understanding of
—
are
adaptable
to
representation
The starting point in construc
linear
programing,
which is cov
tion of the overall planning and
and manipulation by the symbols
ered
in
the
final
chapter.
and theorems of matrix algebra.
control system should be manage
Yet few accountants try to use
ment control, which deals with the
ongoing operation of the whole
these tools.
Fundamentals
Most of them have little formal
enterprise.
It is useless to pretend that study
education in this subject. Studying
The management control system
of this book will catapult an ac
matrix algebra and applying it in
should be related to, but should
countant into prominence as a
newer services take time from con
not include, the processes for stra
management services specialist.
ventional accounting services, for
tegic planning, operational control,
Systems work, operations research,
which the demand is high.
and financial accounting. The no
and information processing (espe
Furthermore, study of this sub
tion of a single all-purpose system
cially by electronic equipment) in
ject takes real effort. Accountants
is unrealistic.
volve
application of theoretical
cannot familiarize themselves with
The central management control
concepts
that include human and
it by reading the accounting lit
system should be a financial sys
technological as well as quantita
erature. Aside from the National
tem, since money is the only com
tive variables. This book will not
Association of Accountants’ Tricept
mon denominator.
supply knowledge of or experi
66 Mathematics for Business Man
Computers and mathematical
ence with behavioral science or
agement series, there are few pro
models cannot be the essence of
EDP. But what it does have to
fessional development materials in
this control system.
March-April, 1966
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offer — operative understandingSummers
of
cluding
list People
of things
the auditor
Effective January 1, 1964, the somatrices, vectors, and linear pro
should know about EDP. These
called weighted guidelines method
graming — is fundamental to suc
topics are merely cited, not treated
of determining profit on negotiated
cessful management services prac
in depth, but the listing provides
defense contracts was made man
tice.
a good starting point for further
datory in the Armed Services Pro
E. L. Summers
study.
curement Regulations. This method
Rice University
was adopted in an attempt to at
tract “the best industrial capabili
ties” to the field by reversing the
Reporting Financial Data to Man
recent downward trend in profits
agement, edited by William D.
as a percentage of sales on negoti
The Control and Audit of Elec
Falcon, American Management As
ated, as opposed to competitive,
tronic Data Processing Systems
sociation, New York, 1965, 159
defense contracts.
by Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Mont
pages, $5 to AMA members, $7.50
gomery, 1965, 50 pages, available
to nonmembers.
Categories
without charge from Business
Equipment Manufacturers Associ
For profit determination under
This compilation of speeches at
ation, 235 East 42 Street, New York,
the
weighted guidelines method,
an AMA finance conference pro
N.Y. 10017.
each
contract is first examined in
vides some insight into how some
terms
of
broad categories: (1)
large companies handle specific
This little paperbound volume of
contractor
’
s
input
to total perform
management reporting problems.
fers brief but sound overview of
ance; (2) risk; (3) record of con
a complex subject. Although writ
tractor’s performance; (4) selected
Like most such collections, this
ten from the auditor’s point of
factors; and (5) special profit con
volume offers articles of varying
view, it seems to be aimed pri
siderations.
The contractor’s input
degrees of usefulness. Probably the
marily at management; few CPAs
to
total
performance
is in turn
most valuable are an attempt to
will find anything in it they have
divided
into
six
components:
di
combine direct costing, standard
not already read in The Journal of
rect
materials,
engineering
labor,
costing, flexible budgeting, and
Accountancy and other journals.
engineering overhead, manufactur
return on investment analysis into
ing labor, manufacturing overhead,
a single system and the discussions
Electronic data processing, as
and general and administrative ex
of management reporting for two
this booklet notes, offers companies
penses.
Each component, and each
functional areas, marketing and re
both the potential for unprec
of
its
subdivisions,
in turn has a
search and development.
edented reliability in the control of
specified
range
of
profit
applicable
The much publicized—but al
information processes and some un
to
the
cost
elements
within
the
ways repeatable—DuPont chart sys
precedented problems. This report
category.
The
other
four
broad
tem is described again, a repetition
discusses both the problems and
categories also have profit ranges
that
should be helpful to anyone
some of their solutions.
appropriate to their special nature.
not
already
familiar
with
this
sys
Because specific procedures of
tem.
There
is
little
in
the
more
This breakdown into many seg
auditing differ with types of sys
general
chapters
that
will
be
new
ments
permits the contractor and
tems and equipment, the emphasis
to
the
experienced
accountant,
but
the
government
to analyze the par
is on overall modes of control. As a
it
is
always
interesting
to
know
how
ticular
job
and
to vary the final
result, the discussion is highly
other
companies
(in
this
case
Bur
profit markup of each contract de
generalized. No auditor could un
roughs, Westinghouse, Raytheon,
pending on its unique characteris
dertake an audit of an EDP-based
and Celanese) do things.
tics. It should be stressed that in
information system solely on the
the final negotiations, a single total
basis of reading it.
price only is set for the contract.
All the basic topics are covered
The mechanics of the weighted
—auditing “around” versus auditing
guidelines method can best be ex
“through” the computer, internal
MAGAZINES
plained by discussing some of the
control requirements, equipment
broad categories and their com
Weighted Guidelines Profit on
and operating controls, visibility of
ponents. Under contractor’s input to
Defense Contracts by Edwin P.
the audit trail, the use of test decks,
total performance, the principles
James, Management Accounting,
random sampling, and the like. No
applied to the subdivisions of ma
attempt is made to explain what a
December, 1965.
terial and engineering labor are
computer is or how it operates, but
representative of the guidelines ap
The method of computing the
there is a brief glossary of com
proach. Material is categorized as
puter terms.
total price and amount of profits on
either purchased parts, subcon
For the practicing accountant
negotiated contracts is illustrated
tracted items, or other. Subcon
in detail and then is briefly evalu
and auditor the most useful section
tracted items carry a profit range of
of the book may well be its con
ated.
64 by eGrove, 1966
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sion3 making.
The
rule9 seems to be
Management
A Magazine
of Planning,
and Controls,
Vol.
[1966], No.
2, Art.
1 per cent to
5 per centServices:
f
In the
author’s Systems,
concluding
com
that if the benefits of a change
whereas the other two vary be
ments, both an evaluation of the
tween 1 per cent and 4 per cent.
cannot be realistically understood
guideline method and advice to
in advance by the employees, then
The reason the upper profit per
contractors are offered. Apparently
experience is the best teacher.
centage is higher for the subcon
some contractors believe their prof
On the whole, however, readers
tracted items is that extra techni
its are higher under the method;

who are familiar with writing about
cal and managerial effort is re
others feel profits are lower. Also,
systems work will find little that is
quired to acquire the items.
some government agencies believe
novel in this recapitulation.
Engineering labor is similarly
the method has merit; others are
broken down by skill levels. Each
less enthusiastic. The main advice
level would be assigned a different
offered the contractor is to resist
profit percentage in a range from 9
the approach of government nego
per cent to 15 per* cent, which is
tiators who do not wish to discuss
Innovation and the Art of Think
the highest profit percentage of any
profit details of the weighted guide
ing Small by Theodore Levitt,
item. The proper percentage to use
lines method even though the two
Sales
Management, October 1,1965.
in any contract is, in all cases, a
parties disagree on the final price.
matter of judgment.
L. S. Rosen, C.A.
Should research and develop
The other four broad categories
University of Washington
ment costs be expensed or capital
of risk, performance, selected fac
ized? This author argues for the
tors, and special considerations dif
latter course.
fer from the contractor’s input in
that the profit percentages applied
Common practice in accounting
What We Have Learned About
are based on the total contract cost,
for
research and development costs
Planning for Change by Goodwin
rather than on the cost of any one
is
to
expense them during the year
Watson and Edward M. Glaser,
element of input. Risk and special
of their occurrence. The defense
Management Review, November,
considerations bear zero or positive
for this procedure has been that
1965.
percentages, whereas performance
conservatism demands that an ex
and selected factors have a range
penditure of questionable benefit
This article is based on a study
of —2 per cent to +2 per cent.
be written off
soon as possible.
of factors affecting research utiliza
The profit percentage used in
The opposing viewpoint, that
tion conducted by the Human In
R&D costs should be capitalized to
the risk category is chosen after
teraction Research Institute.
be set off against the revenues they
considering three general factors.
In this article the authors at
will eventually generate, is largely
The first is the amount of cost re
tempt to summarize what has been
based on theoretical considerations.
sponsibility assumed by the con
learned to date about the human
The core of the argument on this
tractor. In other words, a higher
factors that affect the introduction
side of the question has been that
percentage is given for firm fixedand acceptance of organizational
a basic accounting principle —
price contracts than is given for
change. Since they are merely re
matching costs with revenues — is
cost-plus-fixed-fee agreements. The
hashing previous research, it is not
being sacrificed for a principle of
second consideration involves the
surprising that most of their con
questionable significance — con
reliability of past cost estimates
servatism.
clusions have by now become fa
made by the contractor. For ex
miliar — the importance of partici
Theodore Levitt raises a more
ample, were past cost estimates ap
pation, the need for the system de
practical argument against imme
parently inflated? The third factor
signer to sell himself and his sys
diate writeoff. In this article, whose
to be evaluated is the difficulty of
tem, the importance of organiza
principal subject is the various fac
the task.
tional climate, etc.
tors that inhibit innovation in the
Some of the individual research
organization, he lists the “account
Performance
studies cited are interesting, for ex
ing tyranny” as one such factor.
In this context, this “tyranny”
ample, the finding that a group as
The performance category was
a whole is more willing to take risks
refers to the practice of expensing
introduced to evaluate and give
R&D costs. The expensing of R&D
than its leader. And the discussion
credit for, or penalize, contractors
has a depressing effect on the in
of the use of the fait accompli tech
who have previously done well, or
centive to innovate of a manager
nique provides welcome relief from
have caused delays. Selected fac
who must demonstrate his successes
the general emphasis on the need
tors evaluates the extent to which
for enlisting participation.
within the framework of the income
government facilities or resources
In some cases, most notably in
statements. The costs of developing
are used in performing the contract.
troduction of racial integration,
new products or new markets
Finally, the special profit consider
abrupt installation of a change
show up immediately while the
ation gives the contractor due
revenues are not seen for several
without preselling has proved more
credit if he developed the item
years. Often these delayed results
effective than participative deci
without government assistance.
March-April, 1966
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss2/9
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possible
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trends
that
will
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ager in charge.
help businessmen forecast — and
Mr. Levitt maintains that this not
prepare for — the environment and
only discourages internal develop
the company of the future.
ment but also makes the acquisi
The successful business of tomor
tion route more attractive than it
row, the author predicts, will be
should be from the standpoint
structured to cope with both ex
of overall corporate profitability.
ternal and internal problems simul
Given the choice between develop
taneously. The atmosphere will be
ing a product and purchasing a
come more conducive to innovation.
going concern with a similar prod
Planning and the quest for new
uct, the executive under pressure
investments will be institutional
for quick results tends to favor the
ized and continuous. The produc
latter approach. The purchase price
tive cycle will be R&D-conditioned.
does not show up on the operating
Manufacturing and marketing will
statement except for the cost of
be highly responsive to changes in
amortization of the acquisition over
the market place.
its useful ife. For the executive this
The traditional tasks of data ac
is a much more comfortable situ
quisition, compilation, and presen
ation.
tation will be taken over by the
Mr. Levitt’s observations lend
computer. There will be increasing
support to the growing pressure for
emphasis on a new type of staff
thorough review of accounting
activity. The accounting, informa
methods for research and develop
tion, and control systems will be
ment costs. His remarks also serve
oriented toward future prospects
a reminder that accounting data
rather than past results. As the
can become the object of manipu
computer frees the accountant and
lation by the corporate manager
others from many of the decisions
who wants to present the most fa
that now consume most of their at
vorable — not always the correct —
tention, their efforts will be di
picture. Users of accounting state
rected toward a search for better
ments should be aware that these
decision rules (to be utilized by
reports are the result of subjective
the computer). This will result in
judgments. And, from the enter
a continuing study of the relation
prise’s point of view, the choice of
ships between their areas of re
accounting methods should be
sponsibility and the rest of the
made with full consideration of the
company — an opportunity missed
influence the choice may have on
by most executives today.
management decisions.
bba Spero
New managers
New York University
The present trend toward the
selection of managers with a thor
ough understanding of the firm’s
technology and the ability to deal
The Firm of the Future by H.
with problems on a combined eco
Igor Ansoff, Harvard Business
nomic-political and cultural level
Review, September-October, 1965.
will continue. They must be able
The author doubts that the com
to communicate rapidly, gain ac
puter will replace management
ceptance for change and innova
tion, and motivate and lead people
—and tells why.
in new and different directions. If
Change is the one immutable law
these predictions are correct, it is
of nature. To subsist within our
difficult to see why anyone should
environment, biologists and psy
worry about management’s being
chologists have proved, we must
made obsolete by the computer.
adjust to new situations. The busi
The manager of tomorrow will
ness organization is not exempt
need all the computer help he can
from this law. By analyzing the
get to cope with the increasing
present business scene it may be
complexity of his job.
66by eGrove, 1966
Published

New technologies give birth to
new products and new markets,
banishing old technologies to the
junk heap and forcing restructuring
of the market place on both the na
tional and international levels. The
fertility of R&D continues to
shorten the economic lives of prod
ucts and fixed facilities. From 1946
to 1961 investment in fixed assets
increased by 135 per cent, while
R&D expenditures zoomed by 735
per cent. Product change is not
only a fact of the recent past; it
will accelerate in the future. The
expansion of exports and imports
is insignificant when compared
with the rate of increase in capital
investment. Between 1949 and 1959
U.S. investment abroad increased
175 per cent, and foreign invest
ment in the U.S. grew by 500 per
cent. The forecast for the future is
more of the same. Probably the
greatest challenge that reduced
product lives pose to the individual
company is developing a flexible
fixed asset structure, i.e., determin
ing the proper mix of general- and
special-purpose facilities.
The accelerated changes in prod
ucts and markets will require from
the company of the future not only
the perception but the anticipation
of opportunities. It must seek out
new applications of the new tech
nologies and cultivate markets in
anticipation of demand. It must
develop a keen sense of anticipa
tion of potential threats from rival
technologies and rival companies.
The external and internal environ
ments must be watched simul
taneously.

Man-computer
Who or what will be responsible
for these monumental assignments?
The manager? The computer? Per
haps both. The real contribution
of the computer is not limited to
data storage and data processing
but includes rapid response, effec
tive control, and decision making.
The choice is not between the man
ager and the computer but rather
the method of devising “man-com
puter” systems to which each con
tributes his best attributes. The
Management Services
5

Management
Services:
and
Vol.Comparison
3 [1966], No.of
2, Art.
the 9authors’ ob
computer has
an enormous
caA Magazine
straintsof” Planning,
and thatSystems,
“the use
ofControls,
the
servations of the game with three
pacity to evaluate alternatives,
MATRAN language makes it rela
recently developed theories of the
and the manager has the capac
tively easy to modify the program
process of organizational learning
ity for setting goals, generating
for such changes.” MATRAN is a
indicated that none of the three
hypotheses, and selecting criteria.
computer language “in which all
gave an adequate explanation of
The man-computer system of  the
MATRAN statements are trans
the process observed. The authors
future will greatly increase the
lated into FORTRAN statements;”
instead suggest a model of an or
manager’s ability to investigate
the language is especially suitable
ganizational learning process in
rapidly and efficiently the many
for linear programing problems. A
which the basic concept is inter
entrepreneurial opportunities.
brief exposition of MATRAN and
action between adaptation at the
The successful company of the
the complete MATRAN program
individual or subgroup level and
future will utilize these trends to
for the model appear as appendixes
adaptation at the organizational
to the article.
its advantage.
level.
Shirley M. Arbesfeld, CPA
The model is well suited for
New York University
practical application to the short
term financing decision because it
Stresses
admits data in short time intervals
Three kinds of stresses stimulate
and because it permits modification
adaptation. Discomfort stress oper
Optimal Short-Term Financing
for a wide variety of alternatives
ates at the individual or subgroup
Decision by A. A. Robichek,
and constraints.
level, disjunctive stress is effective
Daniel L. Jensen
Teichroew, and J.
Jones, Man
at the organizational level, and per
The Ohio State University
agement Science, September, 1965.
formance stress applies to both
levels.
The authors employ a multi
Discomfort stress is a result of
period linear programing model to
complexity
of environment and un
Organizational Learning: Obser
determine an optimal set of short
certainty in environment relative to
vations Toward a Theory by Vin
term financing transactions.
the ability and knowledge that the
cent E. Cangelosi and William R.
individual or the group can gain.
Dill, Administrative Science Quar
Although the short-term financing
Performance stress is affected by
terly, September, 1965.
decision is a widespread problem
the sensitivity of the organization
in practice, the analytical litera
to success relative to failure, by the
In this paper the authors analyze
ture on the subject is relatively
outcome of previous decisions, by
the process of learning how to or
sparse. Messrs. Robichek, Teich
preferences
among goals, by in
roew, and Jones make a significant
ganize a group,
they observed it
centives
and
manipulations within
in a complex management game.
contribution to that literature by
the
organization,
and by the de
the construction of a multi-period
gree
to
which
management
is chal
linear programing model for the
Seven graduate students assumed
lenged
by
the
newness
of
its
task.
short-term financing decision.
the roles of members of a manage
The main effect of performance
The model determines an opti
ment team at Carnegie Institute
stress is on the individual level of
mal set of short-term financing
Technology in the fourteen-week
adaptation.
play of a management game de
transactions under conditions of
Divergences and conflicts in the
complete certainty and under four
scribed in this article.
way in which individuals and sub
primary assumptions: (1) “The
Faculty observations of the
groups behave determine the dis
minimum cash balance required at
team’s performance, competition
junctive stress.
all times is specified.” (2) “The
with other teams, reviews and
The degree of adaptation by the
cash inflows and/or outflows are
questions by the board of direc
individual and the subgroups serves
... known with certainty....” (3)
tors (professors and businessmen),
1 “The cash inflows are ... discrete.”
final grades at the end of the
as a control on learning at the
(4) “Costs of all financial alterna
semester, and a (relatively small)
organizational level, and degree of
tives are known.” The model in
investment in the firm assured a
adaptation serves
a control on
learning at the level of the indi
corporates five alternatives: (1) an
high level of team motivation.
vidual and subgroups.
unsecured line of credit, (2) pledg
Four stages of organizational de
The authors suggest that the pat
ing of accounts receivable, (3)
velopment were identified during
tern of organizational learning is
“stretching” of accounts payable by
the game play: an initial phase, a
sporadic and steplike and that
searching phase, a comprehending
forgoing discounts, (4) term loans,
“learning of preferences of goals
and (5) investment of excess cash
phase, and a consolidating phase.
goes hand in hand with learning
—and appropriate constraints. The
The game situation and the activi
how
to achieve them.”
ties
of
the
team
members
were
the
authors state that “the model can
Ben Zion Bar Lev
be easily modified to incorporate
main factors in determining these
New York University
phases.
other alternatives and/or con
March-April, 1966
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Investment Analysis: Coping
The three most important trends
With Change by W. B. Hirsch
are likely to be rising costs, declin
mann and J. R. Brauweiler, Har
ing profit margins, and performance
vard Business Review, May-June,
improvement. Cost trends can be
1965.

determined and projected by study
ing the indexes published by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
These authors argue that the ex
pectation of performance improve
Data on profit margins are gen
ment in the operation of a new
erally not available. The available
published reports on overall opera
plant should be considered in capi
tal investment decisions—and sug
tions are too broad to predict the
trend for a particular investment,
gest how to do it.
and therefore the prudent course
is to explore the effect of assumed
Is it conceivable that one com
changes of a realistic magnitude.
pany could reject a proposal to
Improved performance is usually
replace its plant and that its
ignored for investment analysis
most vigorous competitor could an
purposes. Nevertheless, increasing
nounce shortly thereafter plans to
the skill of workers and better utili
supplant its own factory with one
zation of equipment and processes
similar in design to the one re
are prime objectives, and studies
jected by the first company?
have shown that these improve
Which company was right?
ments can be quantified by a de
This was an actual situation en
vice called the learning curve.
countered by the authors. After
the managers at Company A had
reviewed the four months and
Example
2,100 man-hours spent on the initial
Armed with these concepts, the
analysis, they were convinced that
authors applied them to the actual
Company B had committed a re
data found at Company A. Per
grettable error in approving the
formance at the existing plant re
expansion. But, the authors sug
vealed a 90 per cent learning curve,
gested, perhaps the data should be
which is a fairly good rate of learn
reviewed once again.
ing (95 per cent is a more conserv
The same savings each year had
ative rate, and 100 per cent indi
been projected by Company A over
cates no improvement at all). It
the entire economic life of the pro
seemed reasonable to project a
posed investment. But would in
similar trend, or 90 per cent curve,
come, expenses, profit margins, etc.,
for the new plant.
actually remain the same? The
Other data showed an erosion of
past teaches us that profit margins
profits for the past decade at a rate
erode, quality improves, old mar
of 2 per cent annually, and it ap
kets disappear, wage rates and
peared this trend would continue
fringe benefits move upward, and
into the future. The situation
technological progress renders ex
seemed brighter for the fixed costs.
isting equipment and processes ob
Although they had increased ap
solete. The problem in investment
proximately 6 per cent per annum,
analysis
How can these facts of
there was a strong indication that
business life be reflected and quan
the rate of increase would drop to
tified?
only 4 per cent each year. After the
authors had revised the figures to
Cash flow forecasting
give effect to these new concepts,
The authors propose the utiliza
the rate of return promised by the
tion of data and techniques de
new plant zoomed from 7.6 per
veloped by others to cope realistic
cent to about 18 per cent, well over
ally with change—the one certainty
the minimum cutoff rate of 10 per
of every business. The method pro
cent that had resulted in the re
posed employs the forecasting of
jection of the proposal to replace
trends of cash flows instead of an
the old plant.
nual incomes and expenses.
The most important single factor
Published
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responsible for this substantial in
crease in the projected return on in
vestment was the prospect of im
provement in performance. This
factor is critical because it rises
rapidly in the early years, and it is
these early years that are weighted
most heavily in the discounted
cash flow analysis. Some estimated
returns for the proposed plant un
der various assumptions bear out
this view: (1) If the expected per
formance improvement is conserv
ative (95 per cent), the return will
be 13.6 per cent, if costs rise 4 per
cent and profit margins erode at the
rate of 2 per cent per annum. (2)
Holding costs and margins at 4
per cent and 2 per cent, respec
tively, given an expected improve
ment of 90 per cent, the return rises
to 18.2 per cent, and a learning rate
of 100 per cent (none at all) results
in a rate of 8.6 per cent.
As an additional example, assume
the constants are a performance
rate of 95 per cent and a profit de
cline of 2 per cent per annum. If
fixed costs do not increase each
year the rate of return is 12.6 per
cent; if they rise at the rate of 4
per cent, the return will be 13.6
per cent; and at an increase of 6
per cent annually, the return is esti
mated as 15.3 per cent.

Contribution
The authors of this article have
made an important contribution to
the evaluation of investment deci
sions. Their figures reveal dra
matically the significance of quanti
fying and incorporating expected
improvement.
With the aid of subjective prob
abilities, a range of values can be
developed for the various projected
trends for costs, profits, and per
formance. For a discussion of the
application of subjective probabili
ties in investment decisions see
David B. Hertz, “Risk Analysis in
Capital Investment,” Harvard Busi
ness Review, January-February,
1964, which was reviewed in Man
agement Services, September-Oc
tober, 1964, p. 62.
Shirley M. Arbesfeld, CPA
New York University
Management Services
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